COURSES OFFERED: SUMMER QUARTER, 1931

Mj. = Major course, four hours weekly for the quarter. M. = Minor course, four hours weekly for one term. DM. = Double Minor course, eight hours weekly for one term. With the permission of the Dean, courses continuing through both terms of the quarter may be taken for the First Term only, but no examination may be taken until the student later completes the course. When only the first half of a subject is given, credit is provisional until it is completed in a later quarter. Twelve to fourteen hours weekly constitute full work. By special permission a maximum of sixteen hours may be taken.

I. FIRST-YEAR COURSES
(The work of the first year is required.)

1A. Contracts I.—Mutual assent, including offer and acceptance; contracts under seal; statute of frauds; consideration; beneficiaries; assignments; express conditions; implied conditions; joint contracts; measure of damages in contract actions; impossibility; illegality; discharge of contracts. Corbin, Cases of Contracts. 2Mjs., daily, 8:00; M., W., F., 11:00, WATERMAN.

60. Criminal Law.—The criminal act; criminal attempts; consent; criminal intent; circumstances affecting intent; justification; parties in crime: agency, joint principals, accessories; crimes against the person, especially murder and manslaughter; larceny and kindred offenses; former jeopardy. Mikell, Cases on Criminal Law (2d ed.) and mimeographed materials. Mj., daily, 10:00, DESSION.

II. SECOND- AND THIRD-YEAR COURSES
(These courses are elective and need not be taken in any fixed order.)

22. Equity III.—Interpleader; bills of peace; bill quia timet; reformation and rescission of contracts for mistake. Ames, Cases in Equity Jurisdiction, Vol. II. Prerequisite: Equity I. M., First Term, M., Tu., Th., F., 12:00, TEFFT.

24. Trusts.—Nature and requisites of a trust; express, resulting, and constructive trusts; charitable trusts; appointment and office of trustee; nature of cestui's interest; transfer of trust property by trustee or by cestui; cestui's interest as affected by death, marriage, or bankruptcy of trustee or cestui; duties of trustee; extinguishment of trust; removal or resignation of trustee, accounting; assignment of choses in action. Costigan, Cases on Trusts. DM., First Term, daily, 9:00; M., Tu., Th., 11:00, BOGERT.

41. Bills and Notes.—Formal requisites; acceptance; indorsement; transfer; purchase for value without notice; overdue paper; extinguishment; obligations of parties; checks, diligence; presentment; dishonor, protest, notice; the Negotiable Instruments Law. Britton, Cases on Bills and Notes. Prerequisite: Contracts. 1½Mjs., daily, 10:00; W., 12:00, ROWLEY.

64. Constitutional Law II.—General scope of powers of federal government: money, banking, postal, and military powers; federal taxation; regulation of commerce; intergovernmental relations; state laws impairing obligation of contracts; retroactive civil laws; jurisdiction of federal courts. Hall, Cases on Constitutional Law and Supplement (part). DM., Second Term, daily, 9:00; M., Tu., Th., 11:00, KENT.

65. Municipal Corporations.—Problems of territorial incorporation; adjustment of state and local powers; governmental and proprietary capacity (contract, tort, liability, execution); mode of action; property and undertakings, including streets. Macy, Cases on Municipal Corporations. Mj., daily, 1:30 (to August 15), FREUND.

69. Federal Taxation.—A study of the structure and operation of federal revenue acts as they relate to the taxation of incomes and decedents' estates. Beale and Magill, Cases on Federal Taxation and Federal Income and Estate Tax Regulations. DM., First Term, daily, 8:00; M., Tu., Th., 11:00, BARNES.

74. Labor Law.—Early English statutory regulations; legality of combination; federal jurisdiction over labor disputes; legality of means and objects of labor organizations; trade agreements; the injunction in labor disputes. Sayre, Cases on Labor Law. DM., Second Term, daily 8:00; M., Tu., Th., 11:00, LANDIS.
86. Evidence.—The court and jury: presumptions and burden of proof: judicial notice; admission and exclusion of evidence. Witnesses: competency; privileges; examination. Hearsay: exceptions to hearsay rule: former testimony; dying declarations; admissions and concessions; statements against interest; regular entries; official entries and certificates; reputation; statements of relationship; spontaneous statements. Opinions and conclusions from lay and expert witnesses. Circumstantial evidence: character; conduct; miscellaneous facts; physical objects. Preferred evidence: attesting witnesses; original documents. Extrinsic evidence to contradict, vary, explain, or apply written instruments. Hinton, Cases on Evidence. Prerequisite: Introduction to Law and Common Law Pleading. 1½Mjs., daily, 2:30 to 3:45, McCORMICK.

III. SEMINAR COURSES

Seminar in Comparative Law.—A number of typical doctrines, characteristic of the difference between civil and common law, will be taken up. Students will be expected to trace the expression of these doctrines in statutes, decisions, and treatises, thus gaining some knowledge of foreign source material. Prerequisite: a reading knowledge of one foreign language. ½Mj., hours to be arranged, FREUND.

Seminar in Radio Law.—One or more of the following topics will form the basis for the work: interference; ownership of material transmitted; radio libel and slander; radio as commerce; allocation of frequency; commercial radio as a public utility. Open to a limited number of third-year students. ½Mj., hours to be arranged, ROWLEY.

Seminar in Taxation.—A number of problems arising in the taxation of corporate franchise will be considered. Constitutional limitations in their varying application in this field to domestic and foreign corporations. Types of measure of franchise taxes. Readings, discussions, written reports. Open to a limited number of graduate and third-year law students. Preference will be given to students who have taken some or all of Courses 63, 64, and 66. M., Second Term, hours to be arranged, KENT.